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Global Warming – new problem?
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Temperature measurements (red), the solar insolation due to interactions of p ( )
other planets and the moon with the earth, changing earth‘s orbit and 
orientation relative to the sun - Milankovic) in the last 145.000 years
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ΔT↑ - sometimes good...



ΔT↑ - sometimes bad...
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Final text of the 
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Fly Robin, fly (Carbon free)
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Solution
Energy Efficiency
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Four Futures:
1. Continuation,
2 C ll2. Collapse,
3. Discipline, andp ,
4. Technology and Innovation



Four Futures

Future 1. Continuation
The people favoring this approach aren’t just the 

deniers; they are also the people who intellectually 
d d d h li f l b l h iunderstand and accept the reality of global heating, 

but are so locked into the status quo and its system 
that they’re either unable to imagine or impotent tothat they re either unable to imagine or impotent to 
instigate the kind of responses required to meet it.

Under this assumption life will go on in this century 
more or less as it did in the last, perhaps with some 
adaptations here and there

.



Four Futures

Future 2: Collapsep
The end of the world as we know. This is 

scenario where civilisation’s immensely sce a o e e c sat o s e se y
complex and brittle systems break down 
and the life winds down to something 
more simple and local. This isn’t 
necessarely a ‘’worst case’’ scenario, but 
it i di ll diff t f th dit is radically different from the modern 
world we know now.



Four Futures

3. Discipline3. Discipline
. We acknowledge and accept the magnitude 

f th bl k i l t d lof the problem, make serious plan to deal 
with it and commit to following through. 
Thi i th th d t d b tThis is the path advocated by most 
enviromentalist and climate activists



Four Futures

Future 4: Technology and Innovation gy

W t fid i bilit t tWe put our confidence in our own ability to create 
technological solutions, like carbon-free energy 
sources This is future where science fictionsources. This is future where science fiction 
meets future facts. Whatever the vision, it’s taken 
for granted that humans are very smart monkeys 
who can invent our way out of anything if we 
simply decide to think big enough.
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Question

IsIs 
the global warningthe global warning

enough g
to reduce

global warming?



Time ?
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The End ?



Solution



Dedicated:

- To today’s generation, and
To the generation to come- To the generation to come


